
Pandora discovered
Location: Located in the distant Alpha Centauri
solar system which can only be seen from
Earth's southern hemisphere.It is 4.4 light years
away from Earth.It is one of many moons that
orbit Polyphemus a gas giant the size of Saturn.

Appearance:This place has a dream-like
landscape like a marine painting.It has
mountains called Hallelujah Mountains which
appear to be floating because of the magnetic field from the unobtainium.
Unobtainium is a rare Earth mineral which is
the sole reason that humans are on Pandora.It
has huge vast and exotic rainforests much
bigger than the amazon on Earth.Its toxic
atmosphere makes humans not able to breath
without masks on Pandora. Everything that is
Pandorian has bioluminescent properties so it
glows.Its savage terrain with fierce creatures
roaming all over it is a death zone for humans. Pandora has two suns but
the bigger one is Alpha Centauri A.

Animals/Humans:Most animals are hexapods so have six limbs all except
the humanoid Novi which have 4 limbs and stand
9 to 10 feet tall.They are all dangerous
though.The Novi hunt on the ground using the
Diarhorse which are 6 legged and they also use
the Banshee to hunt from the air but they may
become prey when in the presence of the even
larger great Leonopteryx and down in the canopy
below ferocious predators include the Viper
Wolves, the Thick-Skinned Hammerhead Titanitherers and the most fierce
land predator the Thanator.



Religion.
Every day the Novi worship at the Vetria Remunon-the tree of souls. This

tree is extremely sacred to the Novi because
they believe that it is the heart of the deep
connection between all life.The Vetria
Remunon disperses its living seeds with ease
due to the fact that they can fly. These white
and purple seeds look like miniature jellyfish
and cover the fresh air
with their magnificent colours.

This wonderful land, as dangerous as it might be it is
the closest to Earth than any other place in this
universe.


